
The top 3 drivers of change for 2023 
and how leadership teams can respond.

2023 Drivers of Change report



About this report

The demand to deliver successful change outcomes and meet business objectives is more
challenging than ever and organisations are having to respond to an increase in the pace, volume
and complexity of change. In this survey, we asked 250 senior decision makers in large
organisations which factors they expect to drive change and transformation in the year ahead,
and how they plan to manage the associated challenges.

Research was carried out in October
2022 by Censuswide, on behalf of
Proteus, among 250 senior business
decision makers in companies in the
UK with more than 1,000 employees. 

Survey respondents were selected
via a rigorous screening process. All
are senior decision makers, defined
as those who hold a senior
managerial position or above, and
have decision-making capacity. 
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Key findings

Rising costs are the top risk to
big businesses in 2023, but
corporate spending shows no
sign of abating.

76% of senior decision makers in UK
businesses say that rising costs are
the biggest risk to their business in
2023.

But most will increase corporate
spending in 2023 with the biggest
increases in spending set to be on
software, followed by sustainability
initiatives and staff training.

Speed to exit: One in five
senior decision makers set to
leave this year.

Almost one in five (18%) senior
decision makers in the UK don’t see
themselves in their current business
in 12 months’ time.

26% of female senior decision
makers are set to leave their roles in
2023, making them twice as likely to
leave as their male counterparts
(13%).

Three quarters of senior
leaders are responsible for
too many change initiatives at
work.

On average, senior decision makers
are overseeing around four change
and transformation initiatives
(3.8%).

75% are responsible for overseeing
more than three initiatives and 34%
are juggling more than five.

1. 2. 3.
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Foreword

The pace of change is relentless, and business leaders today are being asked to deliver more
complex change in less time, with limited visibility of their exposure to risk, and no certainty that
they can achieve the expected outcome. Change and transformation is no longer a choice but a
competitive necessity and strategic imperative. 

Despite rising costs, unprecedented unpredictability in the global economy, and stagnating
consumer confidence, business leaders continue to think long-term about growth, competition,
and their teams. It would be all too easy to tighten the corporate belt and cut spending in the face of
recession, but the vast majority of leaders are determined to increase their investment next year. 

Craig Mackay, CEO 

The road ahead will not be without hurdles. Businesses can’t afford to wait and see – firms that are too slow to adapt risk
becoming irrelevant. Making sure investments are set up for success, or fail fast, requires new approaches and more effective
ways of assuring their progress toward the best possible outcome. 
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Rising costs are the top risk to big
businesses in 2023, but corporate
spending shows no sign of abating.
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56% said rising energy costs are a big risk 
37% flagged rising staff costs (e.g. wages &
salaries)
30% are worried about rising infrastructure
costs.

45% of business leaders are concerned about
the risks posed by the weak pound 
38% are concerned by volatile markets.

Three quarters (76%) of senior decision makers in
large businesses identified rising costs as the
biggest risk to their business in 2023.

Beyond costs, wider economic volatility is
perceived as a threat in the year ahead. 

Closer to home, 29% of leaders are concerned that
there will be difficulties with staff retention and
recruitment. 

Rising
energy
costs

56%

Weak pound

45%

Volatile
markets

38%

Rising
staff
costs

37%

Infrastructure
costs

30%

What, if anything, are the biggest risks to your business in 2023?
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Software 70%

Sustainability initiatives 69%

Staff training

59%

New products / innovation

63%

Recruitment

61%

70% of businesses foresee a spending increase
in this area in 2023.

63% are investing in staff training
59% are spending more on recruitment.

Despite the range of risks, most leaders are set to
increase spending across key corporate priorities
in the year ahead. 

The biggest increase is set to be on software,
confirming a trend of investment in digital
transformation as essential to business survival.

After software, 69% of leaders are set to increase
their spending on sustainability initiatives, despite
the looming recession.

Spending is also set to increase in training and
recruitment, which is encouraging given that staff
costs, recruitment, and retention were identified
as key risks, indicating recognition of the
importance of investing in staff.

Thinking about your corporate priorities for 2023, to what extent
is your business spending in the following areas set to increase
or decrease?

Advertising

15%

Staff
bonuses

15%

Expansion

14%
Areas at the highest risk of corporate

cuts are advertising (15%) and staff
bonuses (15%), as well as expansion

(domestically or abroad – 14%). 
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Speed to exit: One in five senior
decision makers set to leave this
year.
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26% of female senior decision makers are set
to leave their roles in 2023, making them
twice as likely to leave as their male
counterparts (13%).
However, 52% of leaders are set to invest in
leadership remuneration and employee
benefits (55%) this year. 

Almost one in five (18%) senior decision makers
in the UK don’t see themselves in their current
business in 12 months’ time.

The pressure to deliver successful change
outcomes is greater than ever, and with the
length of tenure in senior leadership positions
continuing to reduce, there is increasing pressure
on leaders to make a real impact faster.

While this sounds promising, businesses shouldn’t
let maintaining a diverse leadership team fall by
the wayside.

Do you see yourself still being in your current business in
12 months' time?

WOMEN MEN

No, I plan to leave the business within the next 12 months

No, I think I will be asked to leave the business within the next 12 months

No, I don't think my role with exist within the next 12 months

I don't know

84%

20%
8%

70%

Yes
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When it comes to managing change,
senior leaders are responsible for
too many change and transformation
initiatives.
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Our business leaders are overseeing an average
of 3.82 initiatives.

Three quarters of leaders say they are responsible
for overseeing more than three change initiatives
and 34% are juggling more than five initiatives.

In 2015, exec sponsors were responsible for an
average of 2.6 initiatives at 34 hours a week*. 

Not only is the volume and pace of change
increasing, but adding to the burden is the
complexity of change. Before the pandemic, five in
10 change programmes were highly complex. It's
now eight in 10.  

How many change initiatives are you personally responsible
for overseeing?

42%

21%

10%

24%
1 to 2

3 to 4

5 to 6

7 to 8

None

3.82 average number of initiatives 

* 2015 PMI Pulse of the Profession
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Nearly one in ten (9%) said that they have no
real prioritisation, there are multiple lists of
initiative requests and it's clear that the number
of initiatives is too much for the organisation to
take on.
Only 26% stated that they have key corporate
priorities, a single list of initiative requests,
they are clear that they are manageable /
achievable, and that business capacity is a
prime consideration in their prioritisation.

Thinking about the number of initiatives senior
decision makers are responsible for, three
quarters said that there is no or little clarity on
whether the initiatives are manageable /
achievable or not. 

When faced with the increasing pace, volume and
complexity of projects and balancing business as
usual, the challenges around prioritisation are
intensified. 

How would you describe the approach to strategic prioritisation
of change initiatives in your organisation?

16%

27%

26%

21%

Priorities are siloed or fragmented, there tends to be multiple lists of
project requests, it isn't clear if the initiatives are manageable / achievable

Priorities are siloed or fragmented, there is a single list of initiative requests,
but it isn't clear if the initiatives are manageable / achievable

No real prioritisation, multiple lists of initiative requests,  it's clear that
the number of initiatives is too much for the organisation to take on

9%

Key corporate priorities, a single list of initiative requests, but there is
limited clarity on whether the initiatives are manageable / achievable or not

Key corporate priorities, a single list of initiative requests, we are clear that
they are manageable / achievable.
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Almost two in five say that while some
initiatives will succeed, some will fail altogether 
Only 20% say that all initiatives succeed on
time, on budget and will achieve the intended
outcomes 
Most initiatives go over-budget according to
29% of leaders.

Delving into senior decision makers' experience of
change initiatives: 

Despite this, among those who said most initiatives
go over budget, are late, or deliver different
outcomes than intended, the vast majority (85%)
still have confidence that there are sufficient levels
of skilled resources, capacity, and executive
sponsorship supporting them. 

Thinking about the change initiatives you oversee, which, if any,
of the following statement do you feel are most true?

Some initiatives will succeed, but
some will fail altogether 38%

Most initiatives go over-budget 29%

Most initiatives deliver different
outcomes than we set out to achieve

20%

Most initiatives are delivered late

All initiatives succeed on time, on
budget and achieve intended outcomes

28%

22%

Very
confident

Quite
confident

Not very
confident

14%

How confident are you that there are
sufficient levels of skilled resources,
capacity, and executive sponsorship

in the initiatives you oversee?

57%

28%
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Summary 

Over the next 12 months, most organisations will be impacted by rising costs, economic volatility, and
recruitment and retention difficulties. 

In many cases, this will lead to reliance on change to deliver critical strategic ambitions, yet there are
persistent challenges to overcome. Senior leaders are responsible for too many change initiatives, many
report a lack of clarity on whether initiatives are manageable/achievable, and only a fifth say that all
initiatives are delivered on time, on budget and achieving the intended outcomes. 

To succeed, these issues demand C-suite attention, such as the recommendations shown on the next
page.
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Recommendations 

Commit to frequent, ruthless strategic
prioritisation, with a focus on business capacity

Failure to shape initiatives appropriately is the single biggest
source of project failure. It means having the right discussion in
the direction and design stages of a project to ensure that
stakeholders agree the broad directional options, they are aligned
on 'what good looks like’ and that the consequences of the
preferred option are understood and acceptable. 

There is a direct correlation between the focus and time spent by
the C-Suite, NEDs and steering committees on initiatives, and the
performance of those initiatives. Highly complex change requires
significant time and attention from sponsors and steering
groups. Without their support, change is unlikely to deliver the
intended outcomes.

Business capacity is becoming the biggest constraint on what
can be delivered. The focus needs to move from debating a long
list of demands to focusing on what is doable. Trade-offs will be
required between operational and project demands, and how they
are resourced.

Ensure initiatives are shaped appropriately
at direction and design stages

Be aware that the C-suite can be the key differentiator
between initiative success and failure in 2023
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When it comes to complex change, too many organisations focus
on delivery complexity, such as progress to plan and risk logs, but
not on management complexity, e.g. aligning and managing
multiple stakeholders, third parties and external environments.
This is often reflected in organisations stating they have great
project capabilities yet recognise that they continually
underachieve in realisation of outcomes and embedding change. 

Ensure there is sufficient focus on management
complexity and not just delivery complexity



Prioritise change to achieve strategic outcomes
Increase confidence that initiatives are set up for success
Increase predictability through assurance reviews that focus
on health, not process
Source external resource to deliver complex initiatives
Improve the effectiveness of steering groups, leaders and
teams.

We help our clients:

We are living in a period of huge change

Proteus is a respected, high-impact consultancy with clients in 21 industry sectors.
Over the last 20 years, we have supported large blue-chip / FTSE 100 clients to
successfully shape, deliver and assure high-profile initiatives and grow their internal
change capability.

If you’d like to find out more, drop us a line at learnmore@myproteus.com 
myproteus.com

mailto:learnmore@myproteus.com
https://myproteus.com/

